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Share your gamification story
 

Simply reply to this email with your
story for entry into the next roundup 
Write to membership@gamfed.com

In Focus
Getting ahead of the game: 

making gamification work for your business

Game mechanics are being explored in business software as a way of
improving employee engagement and boosting productivity. However
businesses should ensure they have the right company culture in place before
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they explore game-like applications in the workplace writes author Barclay
Ballard in this insightful deep dive where he investigates what companies can
do to ensure gamification delivers genuine results and deliver on its potential,
which is pegged at $22.9 billion by 2022.  
 
Continue to learn how to make gamification work for your business
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A closer look 
 

Interview with Vasilis Gkodkidis
What is gamification? How do you apply it
virtually anywhere? What is Gamification
Europe? Why should you attend Gamification
Europe? Is there a gamification industry? What
will it look like in 25 years? Vasilis Gkodkidis
tackles the big questions in this interview with On
Serious Games. 
 
Click here to read what Vasilis has to say
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Case Study

Injury Recovery: How
Gamification Is Helping
Patients Recover
Gamification can cause the
behavioural modifications necessary
for injury recovery. It is becoming a
viable aid to injury recovery, with
potential gradually turning to
possibilities which are slowly
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possibilities, which are slowly
becoming realities writes
Technologen in this exclusive post
for Gamification Plus. 
 
Read the case study here
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Throwback Tuesday

What happened at Gamification
Europe 2017
With Gamification Europe 2018 just round the
corner lets refresh our memories with a quick trip
down memory lane.  
 
What happened at Gamification Europe 2017 –
Day 1 
What happened at Gamification Europe 2017 –
Day 2
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Congratulations! 

Let's applaud recent
member achievements 
The Beaconing EU team has been
invited to exhibit at the European
Parliament in Brussels November
19-22, 2018. Congratulations
Sylvester Arnab and team! 
 
Check out their achievement here
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Congratulations Ahmed Hossam
on delivering a gamification
workshop at the biggest education
conference in Egypt and the middle
east, EduVation Summit 2018

Congratulations to GamUp founder
Sandra Abadir who delivered an
impactful session tackling
gamification for digital
marketing at CORE Training and
Consulting where she also pursued
her digital marketing diploma. 
 
Check out photos here
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The Outstanding Gamification Awards Finalists announced! 
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25 entries. 6 categories. Finalists announced. An opportunity to make the best use of
your Golden Ticket. Special shoutout to all GamFed members whose entries were

shortlisted for the finals (there are quite a few!) 
Mark your calendar for Nov 26-27 and attend Gamification Europe 2018
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WINTER IS COMING next year. Your newsletter meanwhile is already here.
And Gamification Europe is not far behind. Have a great week ahead!
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Our mailing address is: membership@gamfed.com 
 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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